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Cortometraje: Adiós mamá

SEÑORA  You look like my son. Really, you are 
identical to him.
HOMBRE  Ah well no, I don’t know what to say.
SEÑORA  Your features are identical. 
HOMBRE  Really? 
SEÑORA  You have the same eyes as him. Can I 
touch you?
HOMBRE  No. No, no. Excuse me.
SEÑORA  He would say the same thing. He is 
shy and a man of few words, like you. I know you 
aren’t going to believe me, but you have the same 
tone of voice.
HOMBRE  What do I care?
SEÑORA  He died. In a crash. The other driver 
was drunk. If he were still alive, he would be the 
same age as you. He would have graduated, and 
he’d probably have a family. And I would be 
a grandmother. 
HOMBRE  Please don’t cry.
SEÑORA  You know? You’re his double. God has 
sent you. Blessed be the God that has permitted me 
to see my son again. 
HOMBRE  No, don’t get upset, life goes on. You 
have to keep going.
SEÑORA  Can I ask you a favor?
HOMBRE  Ok.
SEÑORA  I never had the chance to say goodbye to 
him. His death was so sudden. Could you at least 
call me mom and say goodbye to me when I go? 
I know you think I’m crazy, but it’s just that I need 
to get over this.
HOMBRE  Well, I...
SEÑORA  Please!
HOMBRE  Ok.
SEÑORA  Mom!
HOMBRE  Mom.

SEÑORA  Goodbye, son!
HOMBRE  Goodbye, Mom!
SEÑORA  Goodbye, love!
HOMBRE  Goodbye, Mom!

CAJERA  I know what know what’s going on, the 
machine doesn’t recognize the item. Wait a second 
for the manager to come.
GERENTE  That is all.
CAJERA  Thank you.
GERENTE  You’re welcome.
CAJERA  That’s 3488 pesos and 20 cents.
HOMBRE  What? That can’t be.
CAJERA  No, it’s right.
HOMBRE  But Miss, it’s only three things!
CAJERA  Plus everything your mother took!
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